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ABSTRAK. Sebagai tanggapan atas laju kerusakan hutan yang semakin mengkhawatirkan, Pemerintah Indonesia menetapkan hutan-hutan yang tersisa menjadi kawasan lindung seperti taman nasional. Penetapan kawasan yang cukup luas seperti itu memberikan banyak implikasi pada peluang kehidupan masyarakat lokal di sekitar kawasan lindung tersebut. Salah satu kawasan lindung ini adalah Taman Nasional Gunung Halimun seluar 40.000 hektar yang terletak di kawasan Barat Daya Propinsi Jawa Barat tempat masyarakat adat, seperti Orang Kasepuhan, tinggal. Tidaklah mengherankan bila masyarakat menentang perubahan tersebut. Melalui kajian politik budaya (cultural politics), tulisan ini menegaskan bahwa bentuk-bentuk ekspresi budaya berkaitan dengan pengelolaan hutan secara sosial merupakan sesuatu yang penuh dengan pertentangan dan persaingan (contested): hutan merupakan contested resources—sebuah arena sosial tempat makna-makna dan praktek-praktek dibentuk melalui serangkaian proses interaksi. Tulisan ini memusatkan perhatian pada pertentangan dan persaingan antara masyarakat local dan negara, dengan menekankan isu-isu: (1) konsepsi dan praktik mengenai pengelolaan hutan baik bagi masyarakat lokal maupun bagi negara; (2) dinamika kuasa dalam kampanye pelestarian hutan yang mencakup proses pertentangan dan persaingan, dominasi, marginalisasi, negosiasi, dan perlawanan ketika berbagai konsepsi berbeda mengenai hutan bertemu dalam kehidupan sehari-hari.

Kata kunci: pelestarian hutan, politik budaya, relasi kuasa, masyarakat adat, dan negara

ABSTRACT. In response to the alarming rate of deforestation, the Indonesian Government transforms much of its remaining forest into protected areas such as national parks. Setting aside such a huge tract of land has many implications for livelihood opportunities of the local people. One of these protected areas is the Gunung Halimun National Park, covering an area of 40,000 hectares, located in the Southwestern part of West Java where people, like the Kasepuhan live. It is not surprising that the people contest to this change. Seen through the lens of cultural politics, the paper asserts that cultural forms and expressions regarding forest management are socially contested: forest is a “contested resource,”—a social arena where meanings and practices are constructed through processes of interaction. The paper focuses on the contestations between the local people and the state, highlighting the issues: (1) the notion and practice of forest for both the local people and the state; (2) power dynamics in conservation campaign: including the process of contestations, domination, marginalization, negotiation, and resistance as different notions about the forest encountered in the day-to-day life.
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DEFORESTATION AND STATE PROTECTED AREAS
Conscious of rapid rate of deforestation,​[1]​ the Indonesian government has transformed much of its remaining forest into protected and reserve areas, such as national parks. Prompted by the Third World Congress of National Parks and Protected Areas held in Bali in 1982, the national park system has become one of the strategic protected area systems in Indonesia (Wiratno, Sukandar, and Santoso 1997:60). As of February 1997, the Ministry of Forestry (1997:77) has identified thirty-three national parks in twenty-three provinces, covering an area of about 9 million hectares.
The change in status of an area has had many implications for the livelihood opportunities of the local people and the sustainable management of forests. Studies in Thailand and Madagascar (Ghimire 1994) and in Africa and the former Soviet Union (Batisse 1997) have shown that the expansion of protected areas leads to an increasing displacement of people and a disruption of their livelihood. In addition, the establishment of parks and reserves for purposes of recreation and tourism, or the exclusive protection of biodiversity, has been found ill-suited to the developing world and has tended to clash with existing, often sustainable, resource use and livelihood practices (Ghimire 1994; Kotari, Suri, and Singh 1995; Batisse 1997). Not surprisingly, many groups of local people have contested the state’s strategy of declaring protected areas and the penetration of the changes it brings to their everyday lives. Indeed, state-imposed changes in forest access rights have affected subsequent policy and program implementation, which, in turn, has resulted in forms of peasant resistance to state control (Peluso 1992; Guha 1989).
The state attributes deforestation partly to the difficulty of ensuring local participation in forest conservation and protection efforts. Despite the implementation of various strategies to encourage people’s participation, local responses have fallen somewhere between ambivalence and outright refusal to be involved in forest conservation programs. This paper tries to elucidate these issues through the framework of cultural politics, which, following Abaya (1994:1), focuses on “the encounters of power-laden cultural schemas in contestations over the definition and management of life circumstances.” This framework assumes that environmental discourses and practices are fundamentally negotiations of meanings and, by extension, expressions of power relations. Two camps clash in this negotiation: the state and the local people. They, the study argues, engage in contestations that lead to practices of domination, conformity, and resistance in relation to forest conservation programs. Seen through the lens of cultural politics, the analysis asserts that cultural forms of forest management are socially contested: forests are seen as a “contested resource,” a social arena where meanings and values are constructed through processes of interaction.
This is a descriptive study, one deemed suitable for describing the dynamics of power relations in forest conservation. Qualitative data were collected and employed to describe the what, who, when, where, and how of the conditions, events, and processes encountered and experienced by the Kasepuhan in dealing with the forest agencies as regards forest utilization and conservation. The everyday resistance and negotiation—the speech and action—of the Kasepuhan can be gleaned from their encounter with the state or, more specifically, with the dominant discourse. In this study, therefore, the "speech" and "action" articulated by the Kasepuhan in relation to the state's "speech" and "action" in the conservation agenda, as they are encountered in everyday life, signifies the different conceptions and concerns over the forests and, by extension, the dynamics of power relations. Thus study’s arguments and analysis are grounded in the study of the indigenous community called the Kasepuhan who live in and around the Gunung Halimun National Park (GHNP), which is located in the southwestern portion of West Java. The Kasepuhan possess a sense of sociocultural unity embodied in their self-awareness as the Kesatuan Adat Banten Kidul. Their sociocultural organization centers on the traditional leader called sesepuh girang, and the baris kolot (council of elders). In the various settlements beyond the central hamlet, the chief elder is represented by the sesepuh lembur, referred to here as the settlement elder.

FOREST CONSERVATION: A CULTURAL DISCOURSE 
As human beings, our relationship with the natural world is, by definition, a social one. The ways we see and use nature are products of how society is organized and how we, as members of society, see nature’s value. In other words, our relationship with nature is socially constructed and socially patterned. While earlier approaches to the study of human ecology attest to the character of this relationship, recent approaches see political and economic factors coloring the relationship between users and resources (e.g. Guha 1989 and Peluso 1992). In the latter, the users’ linkages with broader processes, including the state and its apparatuses, structure the social and physical environment and complicate the relationship between society and nature.
The dynamic relations between local people and forest agencies presuppose the interplay of culture, power, history, and human agency. Seen from this perspective, the study of forest conservation becomes a cultural discourse that does not examine merely objects and events that occur in the natural world; but also meaningful actions and expressions of utterance, symbols, artifacts, texts of various kinds, and subjects that express themselves as well as others who interpret the expressions they produce and receive. “Forest conservation” as a discourse, however, pertains not just to communication about forest conservation but also to processes whereby meanings of the forest, and how to manage it, are constituted and contested through social practices.
Environmental disputes arise when there is a conflict of interest over the use of and access to resources, and they typically take the form of struggles between opposing interests that seek to assert their respective rights. A fundamental forest-related dispute occurs over the definition of forest as a source of local livelihood as opposed to the definition of forest as a wilderness to be protected (Albert 1992:41-42). This form of conflict is a dominant discourse that tends to view “conservation” as a situation of “no use,” “frontier,” or “wilderness,” or areas devoid of people. Conservation here is seen as another means of controlling the earth, just as exploitation is about meeting the challenges of human primacy.
Conflicting views by state and people on the conservation issue are predicated on a certain kind of power relations. It implies the working of ideology​[2]​ and social control in the cultural politics of a conservation campaign that seeks to transform tracts of land into a park and expresses the ideology of the state’s forestry bureaucracy. To ensure conformity to this ideology, the state creates structures and mechanisms that entail the surveillance of communities through a system of power relations that interacts, sometimes conflicts, with the beliefs and practices of the community. Viewed this way, conservation campaigns may be seen as serving to sustain or disrupt relations of power, and as subject to multiple, perhaps divergent and conflicting, interpretations by individuals who receive and perceive the conservation campaign in the course of their everyday lives. The point is that analysis of forest conservation from this perspective involves an elucidation of socially structured contexts and processes, namely, power relations, access to and control of resources, and the interpretation of symbolic forms.

NATIONAL PARK: INDONESIA’S CONSERVATION POLICY
National parks are areas that national governments have set apart legally because they have natural (and cultural) resources deemed significant to a country. These are typically large areas believed to be mostly undisturbed by human exploitation and characterized by spectacular scenery, abundant wildlife, unique geological features, and cultural sites. These parks are managed to eliminate human disturbances while allowing human visitation for recreational, educational, and cultural purposes. The modern notion of a national park started in the United States during the nineteenth century (e.g. Hales 1989), and is now considered as its contribution to world civilization and culture. For its part, Indonesia’s conservation policy, inherited from the Dutch, contains three elements: (1) concerns the protection of individual species as the major focus of conservation; (2) the declaration of so-called natural monuments deemed necessary to be preserved for the enjoyment of the people; and (3) the preservation of biologically rich areas for scientific research. 
Article 33 of the 1945 Constitution placed the control and management of Indonesia’s forests completely under the authority of the Forestry Department therefore, it decides the legal relationships and acts on forestlands. Any form of utilization of forestland without permission from the Department is considered as a legal violation and, hence, subject to criminal action. At the onset of the New Order regime in 1966, a dramatic increase in the pressure on Indonesia’s forests occurred with the start of excessive and extensive logging operations, causing the conservation agenda to lag behind further. All is done under the principle of the state’s right to control, as expressed in Article 33 of the 1945 Constitution.
Marked, among others, by the establishment of the Ministry of Population and Environment (1978); the enactment of Act No. 4 of 1982, known as the Basic Law of the Management of the Living Environment; hosting of the Eighth World Forestry Congress (1978) and the Third World Congress of National Parks and Protected Areas (1982), Indonesia’s conservation policy underwent a dramatic transformation. In cooperation with the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) and the World Wildlife Fund for Nature (WWF), the Indonesian government began to develop a national conservation strategy, which culminated in the declaration of the country’s first five national parks in 1980 (Syam and others 1978; Cribb 1988) 
Indonesia’s conservation strategy is based on the World Conservation Strategy (WCS), which embodies the view that development and conservation are equally necessary for human survival, accepting the necessity of development while pursuing the sustainability of living resources (IUCN, UNEP, and WWF 1980).​[3]​ In line with Indonesia’s adherence to the WCS, Act No. 5 of 1990, known as the Conservation of Living Resources and Their Ecosystem (CLRTE), was enacted and became the basis of the country’s conservation strategy and program. One of many types of conservation system is national park that bears three missions: the protection of life-support systems, the preservation of biodiversity and the ecosystem, and the utilization of resources on a sustainable basis. 
However, because national parks cover substantial tracts of land, establishing such a protected area will not only change the relationship between people and resources that previously existed, but will inevitably lead to conflict of interests among people and between people and the state. Conservation interventions will undoubtedly engage in and influence ongoing negotiations and struggles over landownership and access (Ghimire 1994; Kotari, Suri, and Singh 1995).

THE ARENA: GUNUNG HALIMUN NATIONAL PARK
The Gunung Halimun National Park (GHNP) is located roughly 190 kilometers south of Jakarta (figure 1). Having varied elevations starting from 500 meters above sea level, the park consists of several hills and mountains, with slopes ranging from 25 percent to 45 percent (BTNGH 1998). The park’s total land area is approximately about 40,000 hectares with the highest point, measuring 1,929 meters above sea level, is situated in the middle of the park. Gunung Halimun has a monsoon climate and is one of the wettest areas in Java. Hence, the park is important for its hydrological function. The more than fifty rivers and tributaries that have the park as the ultimate source pass through populous centers and eventually empty into the Java Sea and the Indian Ocean. 













































Source: Konsorsium Pengembangan Ekotourism, TNGH







The history of Gunung Halimun as a reserve area has roots in the 1920s, when the Dutch colonial state still ruled Indonesia. From 1924 to 1935, the Dutch declared the area as a protection forest, covering 39,941 hectares. This status was changed to nature reserve in 1935 and remained as such from the time Indonesia gained her independence in 1945 up to 1992. In February 1992, the Indonesian government elevated the status of Gunung Halimun to a national park, but it was not until March 1997 that the GHNP was formally established with its own national park authority.
The park management has to maintain appropriate relations with other bureaucratic structures at the international, national, and local levels, as well as with private groups and NGOs. Given this institutional setup, the park seems “trapped” in the middle, with a global-international network, on one hand, and a web of local bureaucracies, on the other. This condition may provide strength, but also weakness, in the implementation of conservation programs and strategies.





















Souce: After Batisse 1997

Figure 2. Generic pattern of a National Park

KASEPUHAN CIPTARASA: THE PEOPLE AND THEIR FOREST PRACTICES
Outsiders use the term “kasepuhan” to address people who share the same sentiments and acknowledge themselves as descendants of the Old Sundanese Kingdom of Padjadjaran (Adimihardja 1992). One important belief of the Kasepuhan is the uga banten that says: “The nation will be prosperous if the virgin or pristine lowland (lebak cawene) has been found”. In order to find the pristine land, the Kasepuhan must transfer from one hamlet to another when the chief elder receives a divine sign or order to move the kampung gede. The lebak cawene will be their final area of settlement, and no more moving will be done after they reach that place. To date, the Kasepuhan have moved their central hamlet twenty-two times already; all moves have been made within the Gunung Halimun region.
Four patterns of resource utilization stand out as the Kasepuhan’s mode of livelihood: (1) huma (shifting cultivation), (2) sawah (wet rice cultivation), (3) kebon and talun (agroforestry), and (4) collection of forest products. These are interrelated and constitute an inseparable part of the forest ecosystem. The cultural system of the Kasepuhan is heavily bound to the natural world, particularly the forest, which they regard not merely as a source of products or benefits but as an essential means of their existence. The word leuweung (forest or jungle), as the Kasepuhan understand it, is sometimes interchanged with the word alas, which may mean land, jungle, or the allotted portion of one’s meal.​[4]​ Overall, alas or leuweung for the Kasepuhan can be taken to mean “portions of forestland upon which their spiritual and material lives rest.” The destruction of the forest means the destruction of their spiritual and material lives and, by extension, the Kasepuhan as a community.
The huma system is related closely to the management of forestlands and to the dynamic relations between society and resources. The entire process of cultivation, from selecting the areas to farm, to clearing, planting, harvesting, and postharvest activities, is accompanied by ceremonies with the ngaseuk (planting ceremony) and mipit (harvesting ceremony) being the grand and glorious ones. Sawah is another pattern of resource utilization practiced intensively by the Kasepuhan in the last forty years (Adimihardja and Iskandar 1993). The ecology of the sawah is completely different from that of the huma because the former does not represent a forestlike ecosystem but rather a totally new ecosystem that entails continuous investment of human labor. The Kasepuhan cultivate their sawah once a year and transform the field into a fishpond.
The Kasepuhan never leave their former huma empty; they cultivate it to different plants and trees that serve as sources of medicine, fruits, building materials, and fuelwood. As part of the fallow cycle, a newly harvested huma is cultivated to seasonal crops for one season and transformed into a garden intended for daily consumption; any surplus is traded for additional income. Fruit-bearing and timber trees are planted among the seasonal crops or at the edge of the garden. By the time the seasonal crops are harvested, these trees and other wild plants shall have grown and the vegetative structure is no longer that of a garden but that of a talun, with a structure and diversity resembling the forest.
The Kasepuhan’s method of multicrop agriculture provides economic and ecological benefits. The economic benefits include providing cash commodities, nutritious food, fuelwood, timber, medicinal plants, and livestock forage and fodder. Ecologically, this agricultural system helps prevent soil erosion, maintain soil fertility, and stabilize water supply. It also aids in preserving genetic resources and in regenerating these through natural processes. In other words, for the Kasepuhan, resource utilization and conservation are inseparable.

KASEPUHAN DISCOURSE AND PRACTICE VERSUS THE STATE
The Kasepuhan see the Gunung Halimun forest as their “homeland,” which possesses symbolic meanings and provides everything for their sustenance. This worldview is manifested in their patterns of resource utilization, which comprise a deeply rooted system of knowledge, activities, technologies, and social arrangements. Following a system of agroforestry, they integrate forest management with agricultural development, characterized by the following elements:
First, the Kasepuhan divide forest areas according to their functions: (1) leuweung tutupan (closed forest); (2) leuweung titipan (ancestral forest); and (3) leuweung sampalan (worked forest). The leuweung tutupan is the primary forest where plants grow and various animal species live. It is located at the very core of the park and is believed by the Kasepuhan to be the abode of spirits and ancestors. The leuweung titipan is the reserved forest, which the elders “entrusted” to the Kasepuhan and is intended for the future residence. The leuweung sampalan is the site of swiddening, gardening, agroforestry, and cattle raising—the area between the park and settlement.
Second, contrary to the state’s view of shifting cultivation, the Kasepuhan’s practice of this farming system is ecologically sound. Old fields that have been harvested are developed further for raising fruit-bearing trees and plants for daily consumption. This indigenous system represents a diversified subsistence strategy that also allows for the restoration of the forest resource base in the middle of agricultural lands. It does not separate conservation from utilization; the people utilize the resources while conserving it.
Third, clearing forestlands for cultivation complies with strict procedures that affirm traditional customs. To the Kasepuhan, clearing forestlands for cultivation purposes is neither easy nor backbreaking as the work relates to the whole order of their lives. Underlying this system of cultivation is the belief in the importance of preserving resources as a precaution to protect their means of subsistence. The Kasepuhan have thus developed their own strategy of assimilating biological complexity, economic viability, and long-term planning, elements that are essential for a successful conservation management.
In contrast, the state looks with disfavor at the Kasepuhan’s patterns of resource utilization, particularly shifting cultivation and the collection of forest resources, seeing these as destructive of forest resources and therefore inimical to state conservation efforts. Forestry agencies argue further that the yield per unit area in shifting cultivation is very low as the technology applied is rudimentary and backward.
To produce rice in line with the national program of self-sufficiency and to prevent the local people from encroaching on the forest, the state introduced of wet rice agriculture using high-yielding varieties of crops, the application of chemical fertilizers and pesticides, postharvest management, and financial assistance. While the local people, including some Kasepuhan, participated in this program, the Kasepuhan’s chief elder rejected it for being against their beliefs and their ancestors’ instructions. After a couple of seasons, participants in the program encountered unfavorable experiences: the late delivery of agricultural inputs and the poor performance of agricultural extension workers. The Kasepuhan eventually returned to their old practice of shifting cultivation, convinced of the primacy of their old practices and their ancestors’ guidance. 

THE ENCOUNTER: THE FOREST AS A CONTESTED RESOURCE
The state’s conservation program prohibits any activity that causes the destruction and reduction of resources in conservation and protected areas. The park authority has a legal basis for declaring any such activity as encroachment and, therefore, illegal. It has had to confront encroachment problems in the park, such as mining, logging, hunting, shifting cultivation, and road construction. In asserting its own conservation programs through the national park ideal, the state has come into direct conflict with the Kasepuhan. 
State mining company that mines gold ore in two areas adjacent to the park has prompted of “illegal” mining in the neighboring areas, which sometimes would extend to the park area. It is  claimed that more than 2,000 people from various places are engaged in illegal gold mining covering an area of 50 hectares (BTNGH 1998:142). These activities, according to the park authority, have damaged the forest and disturbed the natural habitat of flora and fauna. Worse, rivers have become polluted owing to the mine tailings and the mercury, which is used for amalgamating gold ore.
Because the park houses numerous species of valuable wood, and despite its protected area status, Gunung Halimun is not free from logging activities. These logging activities seem to be well-organized and to involve different groups; local people, outside brokers and traders, and men in uniform (military men and police forces). The Kasepuhan also harvest hardwood for their use, not for commercial, as building materials and fuelwood. The networks of illegal hunting and of poaching such items as ornamental plants and insects are not as powerful and extensive as that of illegal logging. Nonetheless, illegal hunting and poaching activities seem to be well-organized, starting from the local point going to Bogor, and finally to cities such as Jakarta. 
Park authorities uphold the Forestry Department’s stand that shifting cultivation is one of the park’s many serious problems as the practice is deemed to be primitive, unsustainable, and wasteful. More than 220 hectares of forestland within the park have already been converted into swidden fields involving more than 1,300 households (TNGGP 1996). The search for areas where they can establish a huma and collect forest products is not the only reason why the Kasepuhan “encroach” on the park. A more ideological aspect of their relations to the park is their belief in the uga banten that can only be fulfilled by transferring the central hamlet from one place to another within the Gunung Halimun region until it is fulfilled in Lebak Ciawitali—an area located at the very core of the park—which is considered by the Kasepuhan as lebak cawene.
An overt conflict happened between the Kasepuhan and the Perhutani, in 1984-1985, when the central hamlet was transferred from Cisarua to Ciptarasa. The Perhutani accused the Kasepuhan of encroaching on forestland and transforming it into a settlement area. The Kasepuhan, in turn, claimed the area as their ancestral domain, which was cleared by the previous chief elder in 1942. The case was finally settled through land exchange, in which the chief elder was allowed to occupy the newly opened area but had to relinquish another land to Perhutani.
Many settlements and villages within the Gunung Halimun region are isolated from the outer villages owing to the poor road facilities. The difficulty of access increases the cost of transport for both incoming goods and services and outgoing products. In August 1989, the chief elder requested the local government to build a road system across the forest, but had never been responded until people lost their patience. The chief elder ordered the Kasepuhan to develop an existing path and managed to develop 15km of the path before it was cancelled by the Park authority. This area is therefore relatively more accessible, but because the road that traverses the park is not paved, vehicles still find it difficult to travel through the park, especially during the wet season.

ADDRESSING THE CONSERVATION AGENDA
To fight encroachment and promote conservation among people in the neighboring areas, the park authority employs three strategies: (1) law enforcement, which entails surveillance of utilization of park resources; (2) conservation campaign involving local people; and (3) the prosperity approach, which focuses on social forestry, cultural- and ecotourism. 
Articles 18 and 19 of the Basic Forestry Law of 1967 and Chapter XI of the CLRTE of 1990 grant the jagawana (forest ranger) a special policing authority in the forest: investigating, questioning, and arresting anyone suspected of causing destruction within conservation and protected areas. In carrying out these duties, civil servants may combine both persuasive, that is, daily informal interaction with villagers, and stricter approaches such as patrolling. In an effort to include the people, the park authority launched the kader konservasi drive. This campaign involves training community members, including the youth, desa officials, teachers, and informal leaders, in nature conservation. The training consists of leadership, forestry issues, basic knowledge of conservation, the park’s mission, and ecotourism including tourist guiding and survival exercises. Upon completing the training, the participants are given certificates signifying their status as members of the conservation cadre, whose task is to disseminate to their peers and other villagers the knowledge they have acquired (TNGGP 1997).
As one of the park’s major approaches to address the conservation agenda vis-à-vis the people’s needs, the prosperity approach entails “supporting the development of local community welfare through the sustainable use of the park resources.” The improvement of community welfare is pursued through several projects, including social forestry and ecotourism-cultural tourism, which are carried out either by the park management itself or in cooperation with other institutions at the local, national, and even international levels. The park management has implemented the social forestry project in thirteen villages and tourism infrastructures have been built in two sites. These will enable the people to eventually produce their own community forest as a source of timber, fuelwood, food, and fruits, and eventually, it is hoped, will reduce the pressure on the park.

THE STATE’S DISCOURSE AND PRACTICE
While in principle, the utilitarian value of the resources cannot be denied, in reality it has become a justification for absolute state control of the forest and for the state’s methods of “managing” the forest. This value is also implicit in the state’s conservation strategy and objectives which have been deemed fit for the Gunung Halimun region, being the site of the largest remaining tropical forest in Java and having been declared a “protected” area. This status means the state has control over the area’s resources and a national park system is used as the operational framework for managing the region, which involves a zoning system, surveillance, local people’s education, and provision of facilities for visitors. 
The state implements a development approach in advancing the conservation agenda. It tends to assume that the local indigenous people are masyarakat terasing and employ wasteful patterns of resource utilization, notably shifting cultivation. Their agricultural technologies are regarded as a cause of forest destruction and a threat to conservation efforts and sustainable development. It is not surprising that the state sees the local people as objects to be “elevated” by being incorporated into modern development processes. The state has initiated a series of educational campaigns and rural development programs to obtain the people’s support and educate them on resource conservation. Other agencies, such as government institutions, universities, NGOs, and business sectors, are also expected to participate in these initiatives. In the state’s rhetoric, these efforts manifest a “partnership” approach in which the local people take the position of partners of the state. In practice, however, the local people have received little benefit from this partnership, as the park authority’s concern has revolved primarily around the conservation of wild animals, exotic plants, and their habitats, rather than the local community and the dynamic relations between people and nature.
Buffer zone development is intended to provide the local people with alternative sources of income and employment. In practice, buffer zone activities, such as agriculture, social forestry, and ecotourism projects, have been sparse and fragmented, introduced mainly on an ad hoc basis, and devoid of a long-term perspective. The implementation of rural development takes a top-down approach, with little participation from the local communities in the decision-making process. To ensure more effective control, the state has involved other agencies in monitoring and surveillance, such as local government units and the conservation cadre. Over time, the state’s perception of the local people has shifted from that of potential partner to potential threat, relegating them to the margins and denying them access to important positions and symbols of economic, religious, and political resources within society. This marginality reflects the unequal distribution of benefits from the forest, with the local communities receiving the least.

POWER DYNAMICS: CONCLUDING REMARKS
The conservation efforts in the Gunung Halimun National Park, as seen through the lens of cultural politics, underscore the dynamics of conflict and power relations, more specifically, the power-laden contestation between two parties—the state and the local community—over the definition and management of life circumstances. This paper has tried to show the interplay between structures of domination, as embodied in scientific knowledge, bureaucratic structures, and a global conservation strategy, on the one hand, and the culturally constructed local discourse and practice constituting the Kasepuhan’s ethnoecological system, on the other. This interplay represents a case for understanding these sociocultural encounters that constrain state-led environmental interventions.
The World Conservation Strategy, which forms the basis of the Indonesian conservation agenda, is part of the global development agenda set by international conservation and development agencies. This conservation strategy is no more than an operational framework for development that is oriented to protecting resources to advance socioeconomic growth. As it is a global strategy to which Indonesia has subscribed, this strategy also provides an avenue for international conservationist and developmental regimes to penetrate and dictate the country’s development agenda. However, the strategy serves as a “platform” for integrating the life management circumstances of many local indigenous peoples around the world—like the Kasepuhan—into global development via the environmental conservation agenda.
With respect to the involvement of local communities, however, it seems that the state takes an extremely dominant approach. By saying it “involves the local people,” the state implies that local people are included in the conservation agenda that are organized and authorized by agencies external to the decision-making processes and practices of the local people. The people are seen as “unfortunate,” “backward,” and incapable of managing their resources. The lack of genuine participation is the fundamental weakness of the dominant feature of state-led conservation paradigm. In terms of “natural resource management,” the dominant discourse tends to view “conservation” as a situation of “no use,” just as the North American national park heritage conceives the wilderness as land or forest that is devoid of people, as vividly described in Budiansky's conception of nature as "a setting for soul-stirring contemplation of the infinite and unknowable...an image of nature [as] virginal and pure...beyond the defiling touch of man" (1995:5; emphasis added). In contrast, in the Kasepuhan’s worldview, human beings are inextricably linked to the earth. “Conservation” in the context of the Kasepuhan is not seen separately from the practical use of natural resources.
In its implementation, the state conservation program has accomplished varying degrees of domination that sustain the superordinate-subordinate relationship between the forestry bureaucracy and the local people like the Kasepuhan. As long as the “tradition” of living “in harmony with nature” is maintained in a manner suitable to the park management regulations, local communities may continue to inhabit the land. However, it is the state that determines whether or not land use and local life system are compatible with the interests of the park authority. This authority, bolstered by its extension workers and the support of local power structures, monitors and regulates day-to-day village behavior, and, by extension, administers the corresponding “reward” and “punishment.” This power relationship leads to cultural domination and meets resistance from the local people.
The process of cultural domination, also a relation of resistance, found in the conservation discourse can be expressed further in terms of what Foucault (1980) calls “instruments of power.” These instruments may take the form of laws and regulations, personalities (such as the park staff, forest rangers, village officials, and the conservation cadre), and places (such as the park office, gate and guard posts, village halls, schools, and even religious buildings) where hegemonic power is inscribed and institutionalized. Increasing state control over forest resources places the local community in a marginal position that is worsened by further levels of bureaucratic domination. Using serial means of surveillance—the park’s bureaucratic structures, other state agencies, NGOs, the private sector, religious and youth leaders—state bureaucracies indeed have been able to denigrate the cultural precepts and practices of the Kasepuhan by imposing on them authoritative scientific knowledge and practices structured by the state. Despite these pressures, the Kasepuhan so far have been able to maintain their cultural integrity by upholding a cultural schema that gives them a sense of order and meaning in their day-to-day lives, and enables them to reconfigure the meaning of the forest and its management. They react dynamically to the state’s conservation discourse and practice.
Local resistance to the state is seen in the people’s continuing activities in the park area, such as constructing swidden fields, harvesting resources, and preserving the area for cultural and religious purposes. They have managed to appropriate some ethnoecological knowledge and technology drawn from their own experiences and their complex social arrangements and institutions. In accordance with the practical logic of their own cultural system, the Kasepuhan have sought to conserve and manage forest resources by developing an agroforestry system and categorizing the forest in terms of its functions. These elements of “conservation” discourse and practice are guided by an ethnoecological schema that is deeply entrenched in the Kasepuhan’s worldview. Moreover, the Kasepuhan’s resource management does not only involve an economistic concern for maximization but also deals with moral issues, as implied in their social and political expressions. Beyond economic fulfillment, the Kasepuhan have within their repertoire of motivations the attainment of what they consider as “the good life,” embodied in their notion of lebak cawene. In some situations, the Kasepuhan have been noted to resist the state by claiming the area as their ancestral domain.
This study confirms what Foucault (1980) describes as the “insurrection of subjugated knowledge,” a set of knowledge that has been disqualified as inadequate, located way below the hierarchy, and beneath the required level of cognition or scientificity, and as opposing the centralizing powers associated with the institution and functioning of an organized scientific discourse. The insurrection of subjugated knowledge is possible by reactivating local or indigenous knowledge that strives to release knowledge from subordination and to provide it with the capability to oppose a coercive scientific discourse. It suggests that local or indigenous knowledge serves as a bargaining tool of the Kasepuhan to have their preferences accepted. On this point, the study has shown that the Kasepuhan’s notion and practices with regard to their relation to nature are not only as static technical categories in the relations of power but in an interactive way, as tools for the negotiation process. Encroachment activities, on one side, and people involvement in various programs in advancing conservation agenda, on the other, could be seen as a series of “negotiation” process in which each party asserting their contentment and discontentment.
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^1	  	Studies by the World Bank (1990) and the Food and Agriculture Organization (1990) find that an average of about one million hectares of Indonesia’s approximately 100 million hectares of remaining forests are lost each year. In some years, the figures have even been higher. In 1982 and 1983, for example, severe drought and fires damaged 36,000 square kilometers of forest in East Kalimantan (Lennertz and Panzer 1983 cited in MacKinnon 1997, 36). In the late 1990s, forest fires in East Kalimantan, Sumatra, and Irian destroyed more than 40,000 square kilometers of forest at an estimated cost of more than US$4 million (Choong Tet Sie 1997). Deforestation in Indonesia has been attributed to the growing number of producers, notably shifting cultivators, the state and its development projects, and the country’s timber sector, among other factors (World Bank 1990, 1994; FAO 1990).
^2	  In a broad sense, ideology, as Abaya (1994:3) puts it, “comprises the doctrines and beliefs espoused by a particular social group in terms of which the social world is interpreted.” 
^3	  The world conservation agenda has increasingly received funds from various donors of the First World countries, like the World Bank and the European Community (Neumann 1997). In the case of the GHNP, the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) has extended US$22 billion to the Park’s Biodiversity Action Plan (Kompas, 31 January 1996).
^4	  First, alas means “land,” as in alas peuntas (frontier land) believed to be the abode spirits. Second, alas denotes “forest” as in alas jati (teak forest). Third, alas can be interpreted as “a portion of a meal for one person,” expressed in the saying ulah parebut alas (do not seize one’s portion as it has already been determined). In this sense, alas connotes an “allocation” for oneself and for others. Fourth, the phrase guru alas is used to refer to sage who resided in the mandala (a sacred place) in the forest, and taught the people about spirituality and wisdom.
